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System Security, Spring 2010 - Exercise 7

Exercise 1: Practical forensics exercise

The best log file to look at first is probably the .bash_history which gives an overview
of what and in which order Ms. Evil has executed the commands.

thunderbird &
pidgin &
cd Desktop/
mv Green_business_report.pdf toy.txt
mv Green_position.pdf doll.doc
gftp &
chmod +x rootkit.sh
./rootkit.sh
rm rootkit.sh
rm doll.doc
rm toy.txt
rm secret.png

Looking at the Mozilla Thunderbird Inbox file we see that Ms. Evil who is using
eveevil82@gmail.com as her e-mail address has received an e-mail from Gary Green,
the CEO of Green Inc., who sent her two pdf files (Green_business_report.pdf and
Green_position.pdf) that were supposed to be confidential.

Analyzing the e-mail Trash we see that Ms. Evil has sent an e-mail to mallory with the
e-mail address noleti@gmx.de. The e-mail contains the attachment doll.doc which is
in fact the renamed confidential file Green_position.pdf. The same message can also
be found in the Sent file since the e-mail was deleted but the file structure has not been
compacted.

We continue by analyzing the instant message program where we find the account and
password that Ms. Evil has used

<protocol>prpl-msn</protocol>
<name>eveevil82@gmail.com</name>
<password>forensic82</password>

together with the list of buddies that includes only the account of Mallory.

<buddy account=’eveevil82@gmail.com’ proto=’prpl-msn’>
<name>noleti@gmx.de</name>
<alias>Mallory</alias>
<setting name=’last_seen’ type=’int’>1273762744</setting>

</buddy>
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We can also find the chat log and do find out that Ms. Evil said she will send one report
by e-mail and the other one using ftp. We have already seen the report that was sent by
e-mail.

Conversation with noleti@gmx.de at Thu 13 May 2010 04:52:29 PM CEST ⤦
on eveevil82@gmail.com (msn)
...
(04:54:23 PM) eveevil82@gmail.com: I also got some confidential ⤦
business reports
(04:55:40 PM) eveevil82@gmail.com: I will upload them seperately, ⤦
one via mail and one on the ftp
(04:55:59 PM) Mallory: ok, that is also where the script is
...

Therefore we will now look at the ftp program’s log file and see that Ms. Evil did not
only upload toy.txt which is the confidential report Green_business_report.pdf but
also secret.png and additionally downloaded rootkit.sh to the Desktop.

Connected to evil.com:21
220 Evil Server
USER eve
...
RETR /rootkit.sh
150 Opening BINARY mode data connection for /rootkit.sh (38 bytes)
226 Transfer complete
Successfully transferred /rootkit.sh at 2.48 KB/s
Successfully changed mode of /media/eve/Desktop/rootkit.sh to 644
...
STOR /toy.txt
150 Opening BINARY mode data connection for /toy.txt
226 Transfer complete
Successfully transferred /media/eve/Desktop/toy.txt at 68.65 KB/s

Since the server content could be interesting too we will also look at the cache where we
see which files were stored on the server.

drwxrwxrwx 3 root root 4096 May 13 16:33 .
drwxrwxrwx 3 root root 4096 May 13 16:33 ..
drwxrwxrwx 2 root root 4096 Sep 2 2008 Click_Here
-rw-r--r-- 1 eve group1 858870 May 13 16:33 Green_business_report.pdf
-rw-r--r-- 1 eve group1 568726 May 13 16:33 Green_position.pdf
-rw-r--r-- 1 eve group1 858870 May 10 11:22 harmless.png
-rw-r--r-- 1 eve group1 568726 May 10 11:22 harmless_too.png
-rw-r--r-- 1 not not 38 May 10 10:46 rootkit.sh
-rw-r--r-- 1 eve group1 273166 May 10 11:21 secret.png
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From the bash history we know that the rootkit.sh has been deleted. However we might
be lucky and still be able to restore it. To find the deleted files we open the image using
debugfs and display the deleted files with the command lsdel. To restore and identify the
file type we can use cat or dump and the file command.

>>debugfs eve.image
debugfs: lsdel

Inode Owner Mode Size Blocks Time deleted
9199 1006 100755 38 1/ 1 Thu May 13 07:58:41 2010
9198 1006 100644 568726 560/ 560 Thu May 13 07:58:44 2010
9197 1006 100644 858870 844/ 844 Thu May 13 07:58:46 2010
3751 1006 100600 535 1/ 1 Thu May 13 07:59:04 2010

12 1006 100600 121 1/ 1 Thu May 13 07:59:05 2010
1857 1006 100700 35833 34/ 34 Thu May 13 07:59:35 2010

6 deleted inodes found.
debugfs: dump <9198> a1
>>file a1
a1: PDF document, version 1.6

And indeed we can also find the downloaded rootkit.

debugfs: cat <9199>
#!/bin/bash
# evil script!
rm -rf /foo

There are a few additional log files that we can look at (e.g. history of xfce4) such that we
see that gimp firefox and gnome-terminal were used. To find out what has been done with
the browser one can use sqlitebrowser, since firefox stores quite a lot in sqlite databases.
Using those databases we see that Google Image search was used with the query string
"eve evil" and we will also find the original image that was used to create the eve.png
that is now located on the desktop.

With that evidence and having reconstructed Ms. Evil’s actions in chronological order it
should now be possible to convict her.

Exercise 2: Computer forensics

a) As soon as any digital media or communication comes into play computer forensics
will most likely be inevitable. Therefore there is a broad range of use cases which
include fraud, content abuse, theft of proprietary information, unauthorized information
disclosure as well as network intrusion and sabotage.
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b) Depending on the use case the data to which the examiner will give top priority might
be slightly different. However log files, be it those of applications or the operating
system itself will often rank first since they give the examiner further clues on what
he has to look for in detail.

Additionally any communication data, e-mail and any form of instant messaging along
with the documents the user stored on the computer or elsewhere will be an important
source of information. Furthermore the investigator will look at temporary files both
application and system specific, where the application specific files for example include
the browser’s history, cookies and any downloaded data.

The system files that the investigator will look at include event logs, recently used
files lists as well as swap files and memory dumps. Files that have been deleted but
still are recoverable will also be taken into account.

c) To cover the traces the user will try to minimize the evidence that will be left behind
and wipe out as many traces as possible. To minimize the traces encryption will be
used and depending on the access level the user will rename, modify or even delete
data that would have proven the activities. To complicate the job of the examiner
a user might also try to put the examiner off the scent by providing additional but
useless data.

The examiner would then have to use additional tools that filter out the useless data
since it might be too much data to look at by hand. However the examiner might still
be able to find and recover data that was deleted by looking at the unallocated space
of the hard drives.

Exercise 3: Network forensics

a) An IDS uses a rule-set with the purpose to detect activity that violates the organi-
zation’s security policy, therefore only certain activities can be detected. A firewall
however will only control the origin and destination of the traffic and does not care
about the content.

The purpose of network forensics tools is hence to preserve a long-term record of
network traffic that allows quick but still full analysis capabilities even weeks later.

b) The main tasks of a network forensics tool is to capture the traffic which will then be
stored for analysis that may even take place weeks after the data has been captured
since it may take some time before an incident gets noticed.

Furthermore it has to analyze the data and put packet streams together such that the
captured data is in an human readable form. And additionally the tool has to provide
the examiner with the appropriate options to discover the most important facts easily
since there will often be a huge amount of captured data.

c) The advantages of network forensics are that it does not only show a momentarily
state but keeps a record of everything that has happened. However if a large company
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wants to store all network traffic they will need a system that is fast enough to capture
all packets and a large amount of disk space to store everything for later analysis.
Since the amount of data that will be captured is huge it may take quite some time to
analyze the data.

d) Probably the easiest solution to log the traffic could be to configure the endpoints
such that the unencrypted version of the traffic gets logged at the endpoints and will
then be sent to a central storage. However what might be a more suitable solution
could be to modify the protocols that are used (e.g. SSH) to encrypt the session keys
with the public key of the network forensics system and then send that encrypted data
together with the traffic such that the network forensics tool will be able to gather the
keys and then listen to and record the encrypted traffic.

e) If a user knows that a network forensics system is in use he could encrypt the traffic
and prevent the transmission of the keys to the network forensics system or even start
targeting the network forensics system directly to bring it down or worse to get access
to the stored data.

Sources: [1]
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